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RECRUITING TOP TALENT
An organization is only as good as the sum of its parts—ingenious and talented employees are the backbone
of effective enterprises. Successful organizations must attract and recruit high quality talent. According to the
Department of Labor, the cost of a bad hire can reach up to 30 percent of the employee’s first-year earnings.
Some reports place that number even higher.
To help organizations with this challenge, ECS has developed pre-employment predictive models to
identify candidates who are more likely to perform better, stay longer, and form a strong cultural fit. Talent
assessments alone are bound to fail as they only examine the candidates’ inputs. By applying predictive
models, tuned with machine learning (ML) hyperparameters, organizations can produce reliable, accurate,
and timely key performance indicators (KPIs). Leveraging these metrics, ECS’ solutions forecast how
workforces evolve, assess organizational readiness, and measure the efficacy and value of HR initiatives.
As organizations look to onboard new talent, ECS provides analysis of recruitment channels and identifies
the best sources of talent, helping HR departments predict needs, recruit early, and ensure the necessary
talent now and in the future.
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OPTIMIZING THE WORKFORCE
How do you get the best from your people? Do your investments in employee experience deliver measurable
results? Are your employees working on mission-critical operations or are they bogged down by repetitive
tasks? Without the metrics provided by data and AI, many of these questions cannot be answered.
With team performance analytics, task optimization, and high-performance profiling, your organization
can boost employee productivity while creating effective incentives and pathways for talent advancement.
ECS helps organizations like yours identify optimal reward layouts, work practices, and team structures that
positively impact to organizational performance. ECS also automates repetitive tasks, freeing up manpower
for more engaging and critical assignments, and with predicative modeling and advanced metrics, ECS helps
leaders better measure, identify, and manage top talent across their enterprise.

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT REVOLUTIONIZED

Through data and AI, ECS optimizes how you measure, retain, and empower your employees.

RECRUITMENT & HIRING
Pre-employment screening
Talent source evaluation

RETENTION & DEVELOPMENT
Employee Engagement
Workforce Planning
Attrition Prediction

OPTIMIZATION
Team Performance Analytics
Task Optimization
High Performance Profiling

In planning for the future, organizations must look within, analyzing and measuring their HR and
employee operations to best adapt to future challenges. ECS’ people analytics experts help enterprises
across the commercial and federal sectors assess the state of their HR capabilities and build data
and AI solutions that give unprecedented insight into employees, teams, and future talent.

Interested in learning more about our AI and people analytics solutions?
Reach out and speak to an expert today.
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ECS is a leading information technology provider delivering solutions in cloud, cybersecurity, software development,
IT modernization, and science and engineering. The company’s highly skilled teams solve critical, complex challenges for
customers across the U.S. public sector, defense, and commercial industries. ECS maintains partnerships with leading
cloud and cybersecurity technology providers and holds specialized certifications in their technologies.

CONTACT OUR EXPERTS
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